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inside the stms
Editor’s Corner with Dr. Stephan Esser

Dear Members
December is just around the corner and with it comes the 2016 World Congress to
be held in beautiful Amelia Island, FL. Sign up now at www.stmsconference.com The event
will host a stellar array of world class speakers in a beautiful venue surrounded by tennis,
golf and the Atlantic Beaches. Travel is easy with many direct flights to
Jacksonville International Airport and easy transportation to the site.
In this edition of the STMS newsletter we highlight member Jonny Fraser
MSc. His ongoing work in fitness and training for elite players is a testament to how far the
field of tennis training and performance has come. In our article review section, member
Brittany Laxton DPT provides an overview of a recent article evaluating
changes in glenohumeral rotation pre and post tennis play. We frequently discuss the
effects of chronic overuse patterns on capsular restriction, but rarely have the acute
effects of a single tennis exposure been highlighted. The article is a great reminder that
even a single exposure to tennis may result in reactive tightening of the posterior capsule
of the glenohumeral joint. Further studies are needed to determine if increased posterior shoulder strengthening, stroke modifications or pre-participation stretching might alter
this risk.
The world conference is an outstanding opportunity to learn how to keep tennis
athletes injury free and how to accelerate their recovery. This year we will have speakers
on wide ranging, cutting-edge topics in areas related to the science, clinical application and
on court management of players both on the court and in the clinic. It promises to be a
fantastic event and we are excited to see you soon. Sign up today! We will see you at the
beach!
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Dear Member,

This year, the Society for Tennis Medicine and Science (STMS) concludes its 25 th year after its inaugural year in
2016. The original founders of this organization (Ben Kibler, Per Renstrom, Russ Warren, Peter Jokl, Craig McQueen,
Dave Altchek, and Paul Shirley) saw the international vision and opportunity to bring the medicine and science of tennis
together. Many federations have been involved and partners such as ATP, WTA, and ITF have consistently supported and
endorsed the mission of having dedicated progress in the development and dissemination of tennis medicine updated
research and publications.
I am sure the founders would be proud of the diversity in the organization that includes more than orthopaedic
surgeons, but sports medicine physicians (non-surgical), researchers, physiotherapists, athletic trainers, performance
specialists and even some coaches. There are male and female members, numerous countries are represented, providers
who take care of professional tennis players and tournaments, but also many whom care for tennis players in their local
community are involved, and many newer, younger members are now joining STMS.
This diversity is represented by our board as well and continues on with our future vision for this organization. We hope
to continue to attract members who add new clinical expertise, research, publications in our newsletter or journal, or
whom are thirsty for this knowledge. With continued growth, we will continue to improve website content, research, the
journal, and ability to transform your knowledge and expertise as a tennis medicine expert in your community.
For those who are able to be able to attend our collaborative STMS World Congress Dec 2-4th, 2016 in Amelia Island,
you will be one of many attendees and over 50 international faculty who will enjoy 6 presidential keynote presentations,
medical sessions, sports science and original research sessions, and multiple hands on workshops. We are fortunate to
have the WTA, ATP, ITF and many STMS board members and past presidents as well as many prominent faculty in the
field provide what may be the most collaborative STMS World Congress in the U.S. in many years. Please go to
www.stmsconference.com for the preliminary agenda and to register as well as to join us for the on court sport science
coaching session on Friday Dec 2, 2016. For those who can’t join us, please make sure to renew your membership for
2017, as we will be publishing and promoting much of this great content.
Look forward to seeing many of you in Amelia Island!

Respectfully,
Neeru Jayanthi, President
STMS (Society for Tennis Medicine and Science)

AN ARTICLE REVIEW

ACUTE CHANGES IN PASSIVE GLENOHUMERAL ROTATION FOLLOWING TENNIS
PLAY EXPOSURE IN ELITE FEMALE ATHLETES
Brittany Laxton, DPT, CTPS

Chronic changes of the shoulder in overhead athletes have been researched and documented in studies that focus on
sports such as baseball, volleyball and tennis.1,2 However, research on the acute response of tissue after placing high
volume rotational demands on the shoulder are limited. The sport of tennis requires specific rotational demands of the
shoulder joint throughout the full range of motion and should be taken into consideration. 3
The study, “Acute changes in passive glenohumeral rotation following tennis play exposure in elite female athletes”
recruited seventy-nine professional women tennis players to participate. Players who reported a shoulder injury in the
past 3 months were excluded from the study. Using an inclinometer, glenohumeral internal rotation, external rotation, and
total range of motion of the dominant shoulder were measured passively by a trained medical professional during three
different time points: baseline immediately before match play (T1), immediately after match play (T2) and 24-hours after
baseline (T3).4
Results showed a statistically significant decrease in glenohumeral internal rotation from before match play to immediately after match play (T1 to T2). This reduction in shoulder internal rotation remained significant 24-hours after the acute
match exposure (T1 to T3). There was also a statistically significant decrease noted in the total range of motion of the
shoulder immediately following match play (T1 to T2). The results did not show a significant change in glenohumeral
external rotation at any time point.4
This study supports that acute exposure to tennis play leads to a reduction in glenohumeral rotation and total range of
motion of the dominant shoulder. As evidenced by past research in overhead athletes, limited range of motion can lead to
altered shoulder kinematics and increased risk for shoulder injury. 1,2 The medical professional should take this information
into consideration when diagnosing acute shoulder injury during or shortly after play. Furthermore, passive stretching of
the surrounding tissue should be performed within a 24-hour window in order to maintain range and prevent injury.
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STMS MEMBER SPOTLIGHT

Jonny Fraser
UK, Owner of Science in Tennis, MSc Sport & Exercise Science,
Certified Strength & Conditioning Coach
Master Tennis Performance

HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN INVOLVED IN TENNIS AND IN WHAT
WAYS?
I have been involved in the game since the age of 4! Started playing the
game as a junior competing at junior, national and UK university level.
After studying I began combining my passion for tennis both coaching and
delivering strength and conditioning support ranging from mini tennis to
professionals. Now I manage Science in Tennis which delivers sport
science support to clubs and players alongside being a partner with
Claudio Pistolesi Enterprise. This involves helping players looking to
compete in the US College System, whilst assisting players competing on
the tour.
WHAT IS YOUR CURRENT ROLE IN TENNIS OR "TENNIS MEDICINE"?
I work with a wide range of players providing evidence based physical training methods. This can vary from a junior
player going through growth to professionals. The aim is to use strength and conditioning training to reduce injury risk,
but also educate players on how to live a healthy lifestyle.
WHAT DO YOU FIND MOST INTERESTING ABOUT "TENNIS MEDICINE"?
How everyone is unique and the body responds very differently to different training methods. Also I find growth very
interesting and how most effectively to support players during these times.
WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE "TENNIS MEDICINE" DIAGNOSIS TO TREAT AND WHY?
Working in strength and conditioning I would say I have two favorite areas to focus on. The first is looking at movement
competency screening. This involves looking at basic movement patterns such as squat, push, pull, lunge, brace,
rotate and hinge and how the body move through these movements. I also like to consider jumping, hopping and
bounding in different planes of movement. This can be done under fatigue and/or with load as well to look how the
body works in these positions. I believe these basic movement make up the fundamental movements of tennis and if
these cannot be done with efficiency, stability and adequate mobility the body will eventually break down when put
under the challenges on court.
I also like to monitor growth using the Mirwald formula which has been shown to be a non invasive, reliable way to
monitor growth and individuals.
HOW DO YOU THINK WE CAN IMPROVE THE FIELD OF "TENNIS MEDICINE"?
I feel the evidence base can be used more effectively by coaches and this certainly can be improved by coach education
and making it more applicable for them. I also feel more research is needed in the interplay of stroke modification and
strength and conditioning how this reduces injury but also enhances performance.
WHY DID YOU JOIN STMS AND HOW ARE YOU INVOLVED?
I am lucky enough that I get to combine two passions in my life tennis and sport science/medicine and that is why I am a
member of the STMS. It also allows me to learn from the best in the business and continue my journey of development.
I am currently a reviewer for the sport science and coaching section of the journal.
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STMS 2016 MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
STMS 2016 Sponsors
Hello STMS Members:

Gold Level

You can now renew your membership on the
STMS website . The website has now been
updated to allow easy renewal of your
membership so you can continue to receive the
member benefits and continue your membership
with STMS.
Simply click on this link www.tennismedicine.org
to renew your STMS membership using a credit
card and paypal.

Silver Level

Please contact us if you have any questions or
need help. Thank you for your continued
support and membership in STMS.
Best Regards,
Todd Ellenbecker & Elaine Brady
Membership Committee Co-Chairs

Bronze Level

STMS MEMBERSHIP
Go to www.tennismedicine.org to renew your membership
Joining STMS entitles you to receive educational information from leading Sports Medicine and Sport
Science professionals working with tennis players around the world, as well as access to unique
membership benefits (below). Most of the scientific rationale for caring tennis players (i.e. clinical
management, rehabilitation, training and prevention) in the last decade have been provided by STMS
members!

We invite you to tour our website at
www.tennismedicine.org
to view public access information.

JOIN US BY CLICKING HERE!!!!!
What you get with STMS membership

 Subscription to three issues per year of the Journal Medicine and Science in Tennis
 Free online access to all editions of the Journal (with your STMS member password)
 Subscription to four issues per year of the STMS E-mail Newsletter
 Discounts to STMS meetings
 Access to the dedicated Members Area (with your STMS password) STMS voting rights
Subscription Rates:

 Physician & STMS Fellow (1 year) US $195
 PhD/PT/ATC/Chiropractor (1 year) US $95
 Tennis Coach & Player/Enthusiast (1year)** US $30
** includes three online journals per year. subscription of four online STMS email newsletters,
discount to all STMS conferences and free online access to all published STMS journals.

Please inquire about discounted memberships for clubs or academies as well as large group
memberships at stefani@tennismedicine.org

